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Abstract. Despite the substantial advances in techniques for finding and removing bugs, code is often deployed with (unknown or known) bugs, which pose a fundamental problem for software reliability. A promising approach to address this problem is data structure repair—a runtime approach designed to perform repair actions, i.e., mutations of erroneous data structures to repair (certain) errors in program state, to allow the program to recover from those errors and continue to execute. While data structure repair holds much promise, current techniques for repair do not scale to real applications. This paper introduces repair abstractions for more efficient data structure repair. Our key insight is that if an error in the program state is due to a fault in software or hardware, a similar error may occur again, say when the same buggy code segment is executed again or when the same faulty memory location is accessed again. Conceptually, repair abstractions capture how erroneous program executions are repaired using concrete mutations to enable faster repair of similar errors in future. Experimental results using a suite of complex data structures show how repair abstractions allow more efficient repair than previous techniques. Keywords: Data structure repair, Error recovery, Runtime analysis.



1 Introduction Despite substantial advances in finding and removing bugs in code, software systems are often deployed with unknown or known bugs. Bugs in deployed code can be costly – not only in terms of the cost of failures they can cause but also in terms of the cost of fixing them. Specification-based data structure repair [6, 8, 17] is a promising approach for handling and recovering from errors in deployed systems. The key idea is to use specifications of crucial properties, e.g., data structure invariants, at runtime for error recovery. Thus, the specification use is not just for monitoring executions as in traditional runtime checking, say using assertions [4], but additionally for repairing erroneous executions by mutating erroneous states to conform to the specifications. Given an erroneous state and the specification that it violates, data structure repair techniques utilize the specific properties that are violated to perform a sequence of repair actions, which update erroneous field values to new values that conform to the expected properties. While data structure repair provides a powerful mechanism for enforcing conformance of actual behavior to expected behavior as specified, existing techniques that A. Legay and S. Bensalem (Eds.): RV 2013, LNCS 8174, pp. 235–250, 2013. c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013 
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embody this approach remain computationally expensive and the promise of the approach remains largely unfulfilled for real applications. The key issue is that finding a sequence of repair actions, which produces a desired state necessitates trasmuting the specification into a partial implementation, say using a backtracking search over a large state space – an inherently complex operation. This paper introduces repair abstraction, a novel mechanism for more efficient data structure repair. Our key insight is that specific repair actions that are performed to recover from an error may be required again in the future when the same error occurs again, e.g., when a particular faulty line of code is re-executed to create a new state with an error similar to the erroneous state created when that line of code was executed in the past. Conceptually, repair abstraction provide a form of memoization, which captures the essence of how erroneous program executions in specific error scenarios are repaired using concrete repair actions and allow replaying similar actions in future, thereby enabling substantially faster repair of errors that recur. We make the following contributions: – Repair abstraction. We introduce a novel abstraction mechanism – repair abstraction – for runtime error recovery using data structure repair; – Abstract repair actions. We present a representation for abstract repair actions, which provides the foundations of our work; – Framework. We present our framework DREAM (Data structure Repair using Efficient Abstraction Methods) for repair abstraction. DREAM provides a generic framework that can be embodied by different data structure repair techniques. – Embodiment. We present two techniques that embody DREAM. Our first technique utilizes specifications in Alloy [14], a first-order, relational language, and its accompanying SAT-based tool-set. Our second technique utilizes specifications in Java and an algorithm for solving constraints using Java predicates [3]. – Evaluation. We present an experimental evaluation using a suite of small programs that perform intricate operations on the program heap to evaluate the efficacy of repair abstraction in the context of complex data structure properties. Experimental results show that the use of repair abstraction enables significantly faster repair than previous techniques.



2 Running Example: Faulty Singly Linked List In this section, we provide a motivating example. The example shows how DREAM efficiently finds and fixes a subtle error and helps the program recover from an otherwise fatal state. Listing 1.1 shows an implementation of the addLast method for a Singly Linked List data structure in Java. This method, which is supposed to add a node to the end of a list while maintaining acyclicity, works well when it receives a newly generated node that has null as its next pointer. However, it produces a wrong (i.e., cyclic) list if provided with an input node that already has a self loop. While the logic of the implementation is correct, missing to check the input causes an incorrect output. Such a wrong output list is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Data structure repair can be utilized to fix this wrong output list and similar erroneous states. The basic idea is to augment the program with specifications, and use
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p u b l i c c l a s s Example{ p u b l i c s t a t i c v o i d main ( S t r i n g a r g s [ ] ) { L i n k e d L i s t l = new L i n k e d L i s t ( ) ; l . h e a d e r = new Node ( ) ; Node n = new Node ( ) ; n . next = n ; l . a d d L a s t ( n ) ;}} c l a s s L i n k e d L i s t{ Node h e a d e r ; v o i d a d d L a s t ( Node n ) { Node newN = n . c l o n e ( ) ; i f ( h e a d e r == n u l l ) { h e a d e r = newN ; }else{ Node p o i n t e r = h e a d e r . n e x t ; Node p r e v P o i n t e r = h e a d e r ; w h i l e ( p o i n t e r != n u l l ) { pointer = point er . next ; p r e v P o i n t e r = p r e v P o i n t e r . next ;} p r e v P o i n t e r . n e x t = newN;}}} c l a s s Node{ Node n e x t ; p r o t e c t e d Node c l o n e ( ) { ...}}



Listing 1.1. Motivating example: erroneous Singly Linked List addLast method



header



/ GFED @ABC N0



next



(a) 



/ GFED @ABC N1



next header



/ GFED @ABC N0



next



/ GFED @ABC N1



next



/ ... 



/ ONML HIJK N500



next



next



(b)



Fig. 1. The output of the method of Listing 1.1 on an initial list of (a) one and (b) 500 node(s)



those specifications to check and repair data structures. In addition to data structure invariant specifications supported by most repair frameworks [8, 13, 17, 23, 24, 27], some data structure repair frameworks [23, 24, 27] support pre- and post-conditions of program methods too. As an example of specifications, Listing 1.2 displays the invariant (commonly called repOK [18]) of Singly Linked List and a partial post-condition of the addLast method in the Alloy [14] specification language1. When repair is triggered on the faulty data structures of Fig. 1, it enforces this specification by breaking the cycle and setting the next pointer of the last node to null. Most data structure repair frameworks [8, 13, 17, 23, 24, 27] instantiate a search in the space of valid data structures to find a close and correct data structure to replace the faulty one. This search poses a major challenge to scalability of data structure repair, as the size of the state space increases exponentially with the size of the data structure. For example, our previous work Cobbler [23] uses a combination of SAT solvers and heuristics for data structure repair. While Cobbler can break the cycle and repair the faulty list in Fig. 1 (a) in few hundred milliseconds, it runs out of heap space and a time out of 500 seconds when there are 500 nodes in the list (Fig. 1 (b)). Yet, the conceptual 1



We use the syntactic sugar of adding back-tick (‘‘’) to distinguish post-state from pre-state in this Alloy specification. More details on Alloy specifications can be found elsewhere [14, 23].
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s i g L i n k e d L i s t{ h e a d e r : l o n e Node , h e a d e r ’ : l o n e Node} s i g Node{ n e x t : l o n e Node , n e x t ’ : l o n e Node} p r e d repOk ( l : L i n k e d L i s t ) { / / c l a s s i n v a r i a n t o f L i n k e d L i s t a l l n : l . header .∗ next | n ! in n . ˆ next} / / a c y c l i c i t y p r e d a d d p o s t c o n d i t i o n ( T h i s : L i n k e d L i s t , n : Node ) { repOk [ T h i s ] T h i s . h e a d e r . ∗ n e x t + n = T h i s . h e a d e r ’ . ∗ n e x t ’}



Listing 1.2. Alloy specification for the addLast method



action required to break the cycle is the same, no matter how many nodes are present in the list. Indeed, it is enough to set the next pointer of the last node to null. Our key insight is to abstract out repair actions and use them as possible repair action candidates in the future, before opting into searching the state space. The idea is that if an error in the data structure is due to a fault in software or hardware, a similar error may occur again, for example when the same buggy code segment is executed again or when the same faulty memory location is accessed again. Repair abstractions capture the essence of how certain data structure corruptions are repaired by specific actions of a data structure repair routine, such as Cobbler [23], Juzi [8], PBnJ [27] or any other repair framework. Conceptually, a repair abstraction is a tuple (condition; action) where action is an abstract repair action performed when condition is met on a program state that needs repair. Consider the example of repairing the faulty output of addLast shown in Fig 1 (a). The concrete repair action suggested by any repair framework should include the assignment N1 .next = null. We abstract out this concrete repair action to the abstract action [LAST NODE](in post-state).next = null. Suppose that a similar error occurs again, now on a list of 500 nodes as shown in Fig 1 (b). Before starting to search the state space of correct data structures, we first try the previous abstraction in the hope of finding a quick fix. Concretizing the abstract repair action on the current data structures gives N500 .next = null which is a correct fix. Repair abstractions offer two key advantages. One, they allow summarizing concrete repair actions into intuitive descriptions of how certain errors in data structures were fixed, which helps users understand and debug faulty program behaviors (when the errors in state were due to bugs in code). Two, they allow a direct reuse of repair actions without the need for a systematic exploration of a large number of data structures when the same error appears in a future program execution. The cost of repair, in cases that we do perform a search, will now be amortized over many repairs.



3 DREAM Framework In this section, we explain the fundamentals of DREAM in abstracting and reusing repair actions. DREAM sits on top of an external data structure repair framework (Fig. 2). When a data structure repair framework is in place, specifications are periodically checked to make sure that data structure invariants and/or method post-conditions
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hold. Once a check fails, the repair routine is triggered. Our repair algorithm (shown as a Java like pseudo code in Listing 1.3) has three major phases: 1. DREAM tries previously abstracted repair actions to see if a fix can be found without calling the repair routine of the underlying repair framework. 2. If the previous phase does not generate an acceptable fix, the repair routine of the underlying repair framework is called. 3. The concrete repair actions taken by the underlying repair framework are abstracted out and saved as possible repair candidates for future. To illustrate, consider the execution of Java Program Listing 1.1. The very first time this execution causes a failure, no previous reDREAM pair abstraction is available (in Listing 1.3, abstractRepairCandidateSets is Underlying Repair Framework empty). Therefore, the first phase (Lines 3 to 19 of Listing 1.3) is skipped. Line 20 Java Virtual Machine performs the second phase and calls the underlying repair framework, which repairs Fig. 2. The relationship between DREAM, the data structure by setting N1 .next = the underlying repair framework, the Java null. This concrete action is abstracted in Virtual Machine, and the program the third phase by Lines 21 to 23 to be saved as [LAST NODE](in post-state).next = null. More details about the abstraction process will follow in Section 3.1. The next time an error is observed in the data structure, DREAM attempts to reuse previous repair actions to avoid the prohibitively costly repair routine of the underlying repair framework. Let us say that we have Fig. 1 (b) this time. Lines 3 to 19 implement the first phase of DREAM. They examine candidate sets of abstract repair actions. Firstly, DREAM concretizes each abstract action on the current data structure. An abstract action (like [LAST NODE](in post-state).next = null) contains a left hand side dereferencing list ([LAST NODE] in this example), a field on which the assignment should be applied (here next), and a right hand side dereferencing list (here null). Such dereferencing lists are abstracted forms of actual dereferencing lists that were used in concrete repair actions and may contain abstract fields (e.g., [LAST NODE]) as well as concrete fields (e.g., next). In the concretization process, which is the reverse process of abstraction (Section 3.1), abstract fields are translated back into sequences of concrete data structure fields. (Here the left hand side dereferencing list would become header .next . . . .next.)  500 times



Secondly, the concretized lists are then applied on the input or the faulty output to identify the target object on which the assignment should take place, the target field, and the target value (e.g., header .next . . . .next gives N500 ). DREAM can utilize either the 500 times



input or the faulty output for concretizing abstract actions and identifying target objects by using baseObject and flags like derefLeftInOutput (see Section 3.1 for more details).
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Object dreamRepair ( Object input , Object f a u l t y O u t p u t ){ Object repairedOutput ; f o r ( Se t a b s t r a c t C a n d : a b s t r a c t R e p a i r C a n d i d a t e S e t s ) { Se t c o n c r e t e C a n d = new H a s h Se t() ; f o r ( A b s t ra c t R A a c t i o n : a b s t r a c t C a n d ) { L i s t  l e f t = new L i n k e d L i s t() ; Object baseObject = a c tion . derefLeftInOutput ? faultyOutput : input ; for ( Field . A bs trac tFie ld f : a c tion . de re fLe ft ) l e f t . addAll ( c o n c re tiz e O n O b ject ( f , baseObject ) ) ; Object leftHandSide = getObject ( le f t , baseObject ) ; . . . / / S i m i l a r l y f o r t h e r i g h t hand s i d e and f i e l d c o n c r e t e C a n d . add ( new ConcreteRA ( l e f t H a n d S i d e , c o n c r e t e F i e l d , rightHandSide ) ) ; } repairedOutput = apply ( faultyOutput , concreteCand ) ; i f ( check ( i n p u t , r e p a i r e d O u t p u t ) ) { increaseScore ( abstractCand ) ; return r e p a i r e d O u t p u t ; } } repairedOutput = r e pa ir ( input , faultyOutput ) ; Se t n e w C o n c re t e C a n d = g e t C o n c r e t e R A ( f a u l t y O u t p u t , r e p a i r e d O u t p u t ) ; Se t n e w A b s t r a c t C a n d = a b s t r a c t O u t ( n e w C o n c re t e Ca nd , i n p u t , faultyOutput ) ; a b s t r a c t R e p a i r C a n d i d a t e S e t s . add ( n e w A b s t r a c t C a n d ) ; }



Listing 1.3. DREAM main algorithm



Thirdly, on Line 14, the set of concrete actions is applied on the faulty output. Finally, the next line checks if the result is indeed a correct output with respect to the specification. If so, DREAM ascends the abstract set that created this fix in the ordered list of candidates abstractRepairCandidateSets and returns the repaired output without continuing to phases two and three. 3.1 Abstraction and Concretization DREAM uses a pre-defined yet generic and extensible repository of meaningful abstractions. We define the following abstractions as the basis of our approach: – First: the first object of a type reachable from the given root pointer (e.g., the root of a tree or the first node in a list); – Self : the object itself; – Last or Leaf : the furthest object(s) of a type reachable from the given root pointer (e.g., leaves of a tree or the last node in a list); – Neighbor: a neighboring object, where two object O1 and O2 are neighbors if a field of O1 points to O2 (e.g., the parent of a node in a tree); – A value with an offset: the numeric value of a node plus/minus an offset (e.g., the size of a binary heap plus one); – A value with a coefficient: the numeric value of a node multiplied/divided by a coefficient (e.g., twice the value of a key in a Red Black Tree); – Null: the null value;
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The abstraction process has two steps: 1. A breath first search of the data structure (for both the input and the faulty output) is performed along all concrete fields. This search assigns a concrete dereferencing list that can be used to reach any object. For example, N0 in Fig. 1 (a) is reached via header and N1 is reached via header.next. 2. Using the above repository of abstractions, all possible abstractions that are equal to a concrete dereferencing list are built. For instance header.next is considered equal to FIRST NODE.next, FIRST NODE.NEIGHBOR, and LAST NODE. The abstractions Self, Null, Offset, and Coefficient are only helpful as the right hand side of a repair action. The concretization process is an exact reverse of the abstraction. First, DREAM transforms the abstract fields of a dereferencing list to their concrete forms which only use the data structure fields. Then, it traverses the data structure along those fields to get to the desired objects. When multiple abstractions/concretizations are valid, all of them are used as possible candidates. Both abstraction and concretization can be performed on the input data structure as well as the faulty output of a method. This flexibility enhances DREAM’s ability to access objects that get lost because of broken pointers. derefLeftInOutput and similar boolean flags are put in place to distinguish between the cases that the faulty output and the input are used to access an object.



4 DREAM with Different Back-Ends The idea of abstracting concrete repair actions is orthogonal to the underlying repair framework used. Therefore, we can plug in our repair framework of interest to DREAM and utilize its abstraction power. Some repair frameworks [23, 24, 27] use a SAT solver to search the space of correct data structures while others [8, 13, 17] leverage dedicated solvers. To showcase how DREAM can be used regardless of the underlying repair method, we integrate it with Cobbler [23], our previous SAT based repair framework, and Juzi [8, 9], which uses a dedicated Java based solver. 4.1 DREAM with Alloy Back-End Connecting DREAM with an Alloy based repair framework (like PBnJ [27], Cobbler [23] or Tarmeem [24, 25]) is quite straightforward. The underlying repair framework performs regular checks and provides concrete repair actions in case the abstractions do not work. The only limitation is that even checking the correctness of a data structure using SAT might be rather time consuming. To tackle this limitation, we used the Minshar [1] technique. Minshar is a tool that translates Alloy specification checks to Java assertions by viewing Alloy as a set based language. Minshar starts by parsing the Alloy specification into Alloy Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which indicates how Alloy expressions are
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recursively built from subexpressions. It then traverses this AST and translates it to Java in the following manner: Minshar views Java objects as one-element sets and navigates the data structure fields (obtained via reflection) to construct the sets that correspond to subexpressions used in the AST, such as subexpressions that have reflective closure. Once the sets are generated, Minshar asserts the Alloy checks and returns false if they do not hold. 4.2 DREAM with Juzi Back-End Juzi [8, 9] is an automated data structure repair framework. Given a corrupt data structure, as well as a repOK method that describes the invariants of the data structure, Juzi monitors the execution of repOK which checks the invariants. Upon a failure, Juzi systematically mutates the fields of the corrupt data structure, starting from the ones that were accessed last in repOK and trying different values, to make them satisfy the given specifications. In addition to repairing the data structure, Juzi reports the mutations it performed in a log file that holds a sequence of tuples < O1 , f, O2 >, i.e., an assignment to field f of object O1 to the value O2 – each tuple represents a repair action. Juzi has two properties that make it a good fit for DREAM. First, it uses checks written in Java (i.e., repOK methods) instead of Alloy or other specification languages. Second, once it reports a faulty data structure, it also reports the field that is responsible for the failure of the repOK method on the current data structure. DREAM uses these properties of Juzi to facilitate finding effective repair abstractions. The first property provides a fast way of checking the correctness without a need to translate specifications to Java (as it was the case with Alloy for which we used Minshar). The second property pinpoints to the exact object and field that need mutation in the current faulty data structure, taking care of the left hand side and the filed of the repair action. As with any other repair framework, every time Juzi finds a correct fix for a specification violation, DREAM computes an abstraction for the repair. For example, if Juzi repairs the data structure by assigning a field f of an object O to null, then DREAM records O.f = null, meaning that if f needs to be mutated, it should be set to null. Thereby, DREAM prioritizes null when a future execution encounters the same error even if the underlying repair routine would have first tried a non-null value according to its default search. Juzi has one drawback compared to Alloy based repair routines: It does not support pre- and post-conditions of methods, only invariants. Therefore, it fails to find cases that a method is not conforming to its specification in changing a data structure.



5 Evaluation We present the experimental evaluation of DREAM combined with Cobbler [23] in Section 5.1, and combined with Juzi [8, 9] in Section 5.2. All the experiments used a 2.50GHz Core 2 Duo processor with 4.00GB RAM running 64 bit Windows 7 and Sun’s Java SDK 1.7.0 JVM. Cobbler used MiniSat and MiniSatProver SAT solvers.
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Table 1. Description of the Singly Linked List errors used for experimental evaluation



Singly Linked List



Err. # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Description Sets the header to null Fails to update the size Deletes a node with a non-matching element Introduces a cycle after performing correct remove Breaks the list to retain only the first two nodes Deletes the matching element but adds it again Fails to remove the element and updates the size incorrectly Fails to remove the element Fails to update the size because of a missing left hand side in an assignment



5.1 Evaluation: DREAM with Alloy Back-End We used our tool Cobbler, a data structure repair framework that utilizes SAT and heuristics, for the first set of experiments with DREAM. In order to improve the performance of SAT solving for data structure repair, Cobbler iteratively calls SAT and gradually increases the size of the search space. To guesstimate the size of the search space (i.e., to find out which fields it should include for a possible change when calling SAT), Cobbler uses program execution history, obtained via reads and writes performed to the heap, as a source of identifying corrupt fields of data structures and fixes for them. Furthermore, it uses unsatisfiable cores that SAT solvers provide after a failing call, to further prune the search space. The first data structure we looked at was a basic Singly Linked List that also keeps its size. To minimize threats to validity, we used independently written errors we used to evaluate Cobbler in our previous work [23]. In that work, we included seven erroneous remove methods for Singly Linked List. We used the same seven errors plus two new ones here. Table 1 shows the errors and a brief description of each of them. Some of the errors violate the invariants of Singly Linked List (e.g., Error 4), some violate the postcondition of the remove method (e.g., Error 1), and some violate both (e.g., Error 7). We started by repairing a Singly Linked List of ten nodes. Upon the very first error, no repair abstraction is available, so DREAM has to use the underlying repair routine which is Cobbler here. Then DREAM abstracts out the set of concrete repair actions taken by Cobbler and memorizes them for future use. In the next experiment, we used a Singly Linked List of 500 nodes with each error. DREAM applies the abstract repair actions which fix the problem without calling Cobbler in 8 out of 9 errors. Table 2 shows the abstractions that DREAM extracted for each error. Some abstractions, e.g., the first and second abstraction for Error 9, are unnecessary but harmless since they change now unreachable nodes. These unnecessary actions exist because SAT suggested them as concrete repair actions. Table 3 displays the time performance of Cobbler repairing lists of size 10 and 500, as well as DREAM repairing the same lists. For the case of calling Cobbler, an initial call is made to SAT to discover the problem and trigger repair (the check column in Table 3). Hence, the total time for repair with Cobbler includes the initial check time plus the
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Singly Linked List



Err. # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



9



Abstract Repair Action(s) [] (in post-state).header = [FIRST NODE] (in pre-state) DREAM Not Working: Call SAT [FIRST NODE] (in post-state).next = [header.next.next] (in pre-state) [LAST NODE] (in post-state).next = [null] [LAST NODE] (in post-state).next = [header.next.next.next] (in pre-state) [FIRST NODE] (in post-state).elt = [header.elt] (in pre-state) [FIRST NODE] (in post-state).elt = [header.elt] (in pre-state) [](in post-state).size = [size] - 1 (in post-state) [FIRST NODE] (in post-state).next = [null] [] (in post-state).header = [header.next] (in post-state) [header.next] (in post-state).elt = [header.elt] (in post-state) [FIRST NODE] (in post-state).elt = [null] [header.next] (in pre-state).next = [null] [header.next] (in pre-state).elt = [null] [] (in post-state).size = [size] - 1 (in post-state)



412672 OH 368108 OH 114372 197752 185868 286679 390434



Improvement



125638 446 240674 52 61751 142061 133512 234913 298215



Total



287034 241701 127434 81428 52621 55691 52356 51766 92219



24 0 0 1 77 78 Not Working: Call SAT 14 38 0 39 37 114 6 0 0 1 41 42 6 0 0 6 40 46 7 42 0 44 32 118 6 19 0 21 32 72 6 16 1 17 32 66 8 64 1 69 69 203



5291x N/A 3229x N/A 2486x 1676x 2582x 4344x 1923x



Check



Total



1119 9761 583 509 422 555 445 390 1025



App.



Repair



799 8846 417 381 292 410 319 259 797



DREAM (Size = 500) Repair



Check Con.



Check



320 915 166 128 130 145 126 131 228



Abs.



Total



Cobbler (Size = 500)



Repair



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Cobbler/DREAM (Size = 10) Check



Error #



Table 3. Time taken to repair erroneous Singly Linked Lists (ms). OH means Out of Heap.



repair time. For DREAM, first the repair actions are abstracted (column Abs.) using concrete repair actions taken by Cobbler on the data structure of ten nodes. Then, using the data structure of 500 nodes, a Java check is performed to find that the specification is violated. This Java check is a manual translation of the specification from Alloy to Java using the Minshar technique which can be automated using the Minshar tool. When this initial check fails, DREAM repair performs concretization (the Con. column) followed by the application of concretized actions (the App. column). Unlike Cobbler which only suggests correct fixes, the result of applying a set of abstract repair actions by DREAM should be checked to see if the abstractions can indeed resolve the problem. Therefore,
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Table 4. Description of the Red Black Tree errors used for experimental evaluation



Red Black Tree



Err. # Description 1 2 3 4



Sets the root’s parent to itself Changes the color of the root’s grand child Assigns an incorrect key to the root’s child Makes a part of the tree unaccessible



Table 5. Abstract repair actions suggested by DREAM for Red Black Tree



Red Black Tree



Err. # Abstract Repair Action(s) 1 [root] (in post-state).parent = [null] (in post-state) [root] (in post-state).color = [root.right.right.right.left.key] (in post-state) 2 [root.left.left] (in post-state).color = [root.color] (in post-state) [root] (in post-state).color = [root.right.right.right.left.color] (in post-state) 3 [root.right] (in post-state).key = [root.right.key] (in pre-state) 4 [root] (in post-state).right = [root.right] (in pre-state) [root] (in post-state).color = [root.right.right.right.right.color] (in pre-state)



there is another Java based check after DREAM repair. Note that abstracting repair actions is a one time procedure whose results are reused multiple times, therefore it is not included in the total time for repairing with DREAM. DREAM abstractions do not work for Error 2, mainly because the fix suggested by Cobbler is too tailored to the specific data structure of 10 nodes and cannot be generalized. However, even Cobbler cannot fix a data structure of 500 nodes for Error 2 because it runs out of the heap space. Cobbler also fails to fix Error 4 on 500 nodes while DREAM solves this error in a total of 42 ms. As Table 3 shows DREAM is substantially (about 3000 times on average) faster than Cobbler and it fixes 8 out of 9 errors in less than a quarter of a second. The second data structure we considered was the Red Black Tree implementation in the open source Kodkod model finder [29]. We used the insert method in the Kodkod.util.ints.IntTree class. This class has 570 lines of code and 21 methods and serves as one of the most important data structures used by Kodkod. We injected errors that violate data structure invariants (acyclicity, color constraints, key constraints, and parent constraints) as well as method post-conditions. Table 4 shows a brief description of each error. Similar to the Singly Linked List experiment, we repaired Red Black Trees of 10 and 500 nodes. Table 5 shows the abstract repair actions suggested by DREAM. Table 6 shows the performance measurements. For a Red Black Tree of 500 nodes, Cobbler always times out where the time out value is 500,000 ms. DREAM repairs all the errors in less than one minute.
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TO TO TO TO



TO TO TO TO



7 5 6 6



Improvement



Abs.



TO TO TO TO



Total



Total



864 770 1103 745



Check



Repair



582 521 772 494



App.



Check



282 249 331 251



DREAM (Size = 500) Repair



0 14 0 40 0 11 0 1048



54642 56042 53954 53508



54667 56119 53974 55601



N/A N/A N/A N/A



Check Con.



Total



Cobbler (Size = 500)



Repair



1 2 3 4



Cobbler/DREAM (Size = 10) Check



Error #



Table 6. Time taken to repair erroneous Red Black Trees (ms). TO represents a time out of 500,000 ms.



11 37 9 1045



5.2 Evaluation: DREAM with Juzi Back-End In this section, we compare DREAM with the original Juzi [8, 9] repair algorithm for efficiency improvement. Juzi uses imperative descriptions of data structure invariants called repOk methods [26]. Given a predicate repOK that represents desired structural integrity constraints and a structure S1 that violates them, the Juzi algorithm performs repair actions that mutate the given structure to generate a new structure S2 that satisfies the constraints. Each repair action assigns some value to a field of an object in the structure. This assignment is made based on the exploration of the possible set of field assignments to reference variables. The fundamental problem that Juzi addresses is the enormous number of combinations of field assignments that make it impossible to enumerate all possible assignments (even for small structures) and check whether any assignment represents a repaired structure. DREAM drastically reduces this search space for error patterns that are repeated. The basic Juzi algorithm assumes that each structural error is purely random and requires re-execution of the search for repair every time. When the errors are repeated, Juzi performance does not improve but DREAM is able to use repair abstractions to quickly fix the error. Both Juzi and imperative implementation of DREAM have to check the structure for validity after every mutation. Therefore, the number of calls made to repOK (the routine checking of structural validity) is a good measure of the size of the exploration each algorithm had to perform before fixing the structure. In our experiments, we use the number of calls made to repOK to compare the efficiency of the two algorithms. In our experiments we used the following structures: – A Linked List based implementation of Circular List. The errors injected in this structure violated the circularity constraint. – Doubly Linked List with bad previous field assignment. The violated structural constraint is that next is the transpose of previous. – Binary Tree with acyclicity constraint violation. – Binary Tree with Parent Pointer having a bad parent field assignment. The violated structural constraint is that child is the transpose of parent. Table 7 summarizes the results of our experiments with the subject structures. For these experiments, each structure had only one injected error in it, also the error was a
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Table 7. The number of repOK calls made by DREAM vs Juzi for fixing the errors Structure Juzi Circular List 8 Doubly Linked List 6 Binary Tree 2 Binary Tree with Parent Pointers 8



size = 10 DREAM 2 2 2 2



size = 500 Juzi DREAM 477 2 251 2 2 2 263 2



repeating error and not the first time error. As expected, Juzi’s time to repair is a linear function for single errors while DREAM was able to fix the error in constant time. The abstraction rules (Section 3.1) used by DREAM for each of the error are as follows. – In the case of circularity violation in the Circular List, DREAM used First and Last abstractions to point the next of the last node to header. – For Doubly Linked List the Neighbor rule was used by DREAM. – Binary Tree with acyclicity constraint violation is an interesting case because both Juzi and DREAM performed equally well. The rule used by DREAM was Null, and it is interesting to note that Juzi also attempts null as the first value mutation to a field. – Binary Tree with Parent Pointer having a bad parent field assignment was also able to exploit the Neighbor rule. Juzi bounds the space of possible mutations to a structure and then performs systematic exploration of this space. The implementation of the algorithm employs various heuristics to make its search efficient but the basic algorithm is memoryless and does not benefit from observed repairs. DREAM improves over Juzi by remembering the fixes used earlier and reusing them. A real challenge for DREAM was to recall the prior fixes when the underlying structure and object references have changed. The abstract representation and code instrumentation make it possible for DREAM to learn from Juzi repairs and subsequently try them before exhaustive exploration is attempted.



6 Related Work Dynamic repair techniques which fix the faults at runtime and keep the state consistent have been in existence for a long time. Examples of such techniques are file system utilities such as fsck [10] and chkdsk [21], database check-pointing, and rollback techniques. As opposed to generic data structure repair, some systems support dedicated routines for monitoring and repairing data structures. The idea of dedicated repair routines has been applied in some commercial systems such as the IBM MVS operating system [22] and the Lucent 5ESS telephone switch [12]. The most important drawback of such repair routines is the lack of generality and extensibility.
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The first work on generic constraint based data structure repair belongs to Demsky and Rinard [5, 6]. Their method supports constraints in a declarative language similar to Alloy. Also similar to SAT, their method translates constraints to disjunctive normal form and solves them using an ad hoc search. The Juzi tool [7,17] implements assertion based data structure repair. The user writes data structure invariants in repOK methods. Juzi monitors the execution of repOK as it checks the invariants. If a repOK check returns false, Juzi keeps systematically mutating fields and running repOK until repOK returns true. Juzi mutates fields starting from the ones accessed later in repOK, hypothesizing that those are more likely to be responsible for the false return value. As an improvement, symbolic execution of repOK is added to make the repair process even faster. Juzi only supports invariants that are checked at one given point during the execution, hence it misses failures that correspond to the relationship between pre- and post-conditions of methods. Dynamic Symbolic Data Structure Repair [13] (DSDR) extends Juzi’s technique by producing a symbolic representation of fields and objects along the path executed in repOK. DSDR builds the path constraint required to take the current path in repOK. When repOK returns false, DSDR uses the conjunction of the negation of the path constraint with the other path conditions and solves them, directly generating a fix irrespective of the exact location of the corrupted object references or fields in the repOK method. The Plan B approach and its tool PBnJ [27] support data structure invariants as well as method pre- and post-conditions in a declarative first order relational logic extension to Java that is similar to Alloy. Once a failure is observed, PBnJ falls back on executing the specifications: i.e., it ignores the Java implementation and uses a SAT solver to come up with a data structure that satisfies both invariants and method post-conditions. Similarly to DREAM, PBnJ translates specifications to Java predicates which it uses for fast checking. However, PBnJ suffers from a low repair performance, as it completely ignores the Java code, the execution history of the program, the previous repair actions, and the current faulty data structure. Cobbler [23] aims to improve the scalability of SAT based data structure repair by iteratively calling SAT and pruning the state space. To do so, Cobbler takes advantage of program execution history: It considers the dynamic trace of field write and reads that happened during the execution to guide repair actions. In addition, it uses unsatisfiable cores provided by SAT solvers to limit the search space. We would like to emphasize that DREAM’s technique is independent of the underlying repair framework and will enhance the performance of any repair routine. DREAM can be combined with any of the above repair tools, or new data structure repair framework tools and techniques. Furthermore, in the event that the failure is due to a bug in code, DREAM can serve as a debugging aid, by providing an intuitive description of the repair actions performed so that the user can incorporate a bug fix and eliminate the need to repair altogether. Even though our technique differs from automated debugging and program repair techniques [2, 11, 15, 16, 20, 28, 30, 31], which mainly try to debug programs before deployment, as we previously suggested [19] dynamic data structure repair can translate into program statements that patch programs. Data structure repair actions can act as an input to program repair frameworks such as the AUTO E-FIX tool [30], providing
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useful information regarding the differences between faulty and correct concrete program states. DREAM abstractions directly aid in program repair by summarizing repair actions and helping users comprehend concrete repair actions better.



7 Conclusion Data structure repair, a runtime approach designed to keep program state (i.e., data structures) consistent in the event of software or hardware errors, has seen improvements in recent years. However, it still suffers from low performance and lack of scalability. We introduced repair abstractions to enhance the efficiency and scalability of data structure repair. Our insight is that if an error is due to a fault in software or hardware, it is likely to recur. Therefore, we can abstract the concrete repair actions taken to fix a particular state and reuse them when a similar error is detected in future. We implemented the idea of repair abstractions in the DREAM (Data structure Repair using Efficient Abstraction Methods) tool. DREAM piggybacks on other repair frameworks and records concrete repair actions they take to fix a particular erroneous state. DREAM abstracts the concrete actions and attempts to reuse them when a similar error is detected, eliminating the need to go to the underlying repair framework again. Hence, DREAM amortizes the repair cost from the cases it has to invoke the underlying repair framework among many repairs. We combined DREAM with two data structure repair frameworks: Cobbler that uses a combination of SAT solvers and heuristics, and Juzi that implements a dedicated search engine for repair. The experimental evaluation of the use of DREAM in accordance with these two frameworks on basic and complex data structures showed that DREAM offers significant performance improvement. We envision that repair abstractions can be a valuable addition to data structure repair frameworks. DREAM’s ability to integrate with different repair frameworks provides a promising step towards making repair scale to real applications. Acknowledgments. This work is partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCF-0845628.
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